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Scholars studying the origins of the Second World War in Asia are almost
universally agreed on two p oints. A new synthesis is required to cover new
work, esp ecially new work for p layers besides the United States and Jap an.

For this very reason, a more satisfactory name for the conflict would be in
order, since “Pacific War” seems inadequate. Unfortunately, this agreement
exists desp ite international efforts at scholarly coop eration and exchange
sp anning decades and unp aralleled in comp arison to any other top ic in the
history of American foreign relations.
In fact, the first generation of scholarship on the war's origins was itself
characterized by team studies. William Langer and Everett Gleason's classic
two-volume work has stood the test of time.1 On the Jap anese side, a team
of scholars collaborated to p roduce a five-volume History of the Pacific War, a
deliberate attemp t...
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